On page 48, line three the dose of phenoperidine is given as 0.5 mg./kg. instead of 0.05 mg./kg. The publishers have already arranged for an erratum slip to be pasted into this page, but some copies had previously been put into circulation. I would be grateful if you would kindly print this letter so that readers of the book can make the necessary alteration if it has not already been done, and thus avoid any risk of possible overdosage.-I am, etc., London N.6.
C. LANGTON HEWER.
Crime and Sex Chromosome Anomalies SIR,-Recent studies' ' have shown a relatively high incidence of chromosome anomalies among mentally disordered patients, a large proportion of whom were mentally subnormal, requiring treatment under special security owing to dangerous violent or criminal propensities. It has been suggested that an association exists between the possession of an extra Y chromosome, increased stature, and a tendency to criminal behaviour. We are therefore undertaking a chromosomal survey among prisoners received into H.M. Prison Major Accident Procedure SIR,-Many of us will recall the tragedy of the 1957 Lewisham train crash, and the haphazard manner in which the various accident services operated. As a direct result of experience gained at that time, major accident procedures were developed covering the whole country. Recently we have experienced another train crash near by, at Hither Green, but on this occasion the accident services worked well, being highly organized in their operations.
As a consequence, the planners of major accident procedures are no doubt resting content, presuming that such efficiency would have pertained elsewhere. However, in my opinion the sole reason why efficiency prevailed the other week at Hither Green was due to the fact that the same teams of personnel were involved as in 1957, having resolved that they personally would never again provide an inefficient major accident service.
Outside the Lewisham area the plans for major accidents are undoubtedly highly organized, but I for one am sceptical that these are anything but paper plans. Having worked as a casualty officer in six hospitals in the North-east Metropolitan Region in the past few years, at only one have I been made aware of the existence of the major accident procedure. As one who is deeply interested in the provision of accident services, I hope that all concerned will review their plans following the Hither Green tragedy, and make certain that the personnel involved are kept fully informed. Every technical advance of our era has, through our own folly, brought more harm than benefit. Need one give instances ? The telephone has destroyed the privacy of thousands; the internal combustion engine the civilization of our cities ; the television the freedom and orginality of our minds; pharmaceutical advance has given us the practical certainty of world starvation; and nuclear fission the high probability of the destruction of life itself. It is a solemn warning we are generally afraid to heed.
There are ominous signs that the computer is already becoming an instrument of depersonalization and intimidation. It could be a source of new knowledge and power for the good of our strange race, but we shall have to rule it with a determination commensurate with its potentialities.-I am, etc., Exmouth, Devon. RICHARD HARDY.
Doctors for Industry SIR,-I would like to follow the lead given by Drs. G. A. Lawrenson and M. E. M. Herford (7 October, p. 52) in commenting on the leading article "Doctors for Industry" (16 September, p. 692).
As a doctor in medical charge of an Army training regiment over the past five and a half years, I have seen approximately 5,000 young men of 17 to 18 years of age coming into the Army after upwards of two years spent in mostly industrial occupations, and have carried out several brief examinations on the majority of them, which have been of great value in supervising their physical well-being and assessing their physique and state of nutrition.' All these have been young men without specific handicaps, and, as Dr. Herford comments, would be abandoned by the Factory Medical Inspectorate of the future as needing no medical care other than the treatment of illness, in spite of much poor but partly remediable physique on the one hand, and considerable obesity on the other.
I join him in challenging this proposed change, and am in agreement with his general conception of planning the medical care of the " whole man " during the vital youthful years in industry. In the Army we have to devote considerable attention to physical requirements in order to bring our recruits up to our own modest standards of physical efficiency and nutritional well-being, and, for the most part, among those who make the grade and stay with us, we succeed very well. In consequence, lack of stamina and many other accompaniments of poor physique are remedied, as well as obesity reduced, and in addition we see little of the problems of abnormal behaviour and aggressiveness which are characteristic of this age group today. Our regimen does seem to possess something helpful for growth into maturity which is lacking in much of what society today offers young people. We do in fact provide that " whole man " care which Dr. Herford advocates.
Judging from this experience it seems to me that a medical service to young people in industry must include among other things provision for a number of routine medical examinations designed to assess growth, physique, and nutrition, so that appropriate advice or treatment may be given. In putting forward this proposal I do not intend in the least to belittle other aspects of health which Countersigning of Forms SIR,-After a long and distressing illness a patient of mine died last month of carcinoma of the bronchus.
The appropriate form for a night visit (E.C. 81a) was sent to me by the Southern Relief Service, having been signed by their doctor but not by the patient's widow. I cannot bring myself to debase my profession by taking this form round to the house of my deceased patient at the time of his widow's grief. For this reason I am sending the form to the executive council in its present state.
I feel the larger issue of having similar forms countersigned at all is a source of deep concern and dissatisfaction to all members of the medical profession. The following is a suggestion to allow documents to be marked when they are being dealt with in the first place in such a way that a clerk can go through them periodically and throw out those which have been marked with the relative lack of priority. As far as medical documents are concerned they seem to me to have four more or less separate values: Clinical " C "; Research "R "; Administrative " A "; and Litigious " L." The periods I suggest as being useful and not too numerous are 1, 3, 10, 30, and 100 years, combining these in a diagram or 
